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Abstract
This study aims to determine the effect of videoscribe for improving reading fluently ability for student with learning disability. This research uses single subject research (SSR) experiment, A-B-A design and data analysis technique using visual graph analysis. The subject of this research is student with learning disability. Target behavior in this study is the speed of reading fluently in short discourse text. Observations were conducted in three sessions. First is baseline session (A1), second, interventions through media videoscribe (B) and last session baseline (A2). Based on the results of research, we knew that the ability of children in reading fluently can be increased through videoscribe. At the baseline condition (A1), the reading fluently ability of the student increases from the duration of four point five minutes to four minutes. In intervention condition (B), the duration becomes shorter in one minute. At the baseline condition (A2) the duration becomes shorter, even without any intervention. Based on data analysis, it can be explained that direction tendency, stability tendency, data trending trend, and level change increase positively, and overlap percentage on inter-condition analysis is 0%. It can be concluded that the media videoscribe can improve reading fluently ability for student with learning disability.
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Introduction
Reading is one of important thing in human life, without reading people will not able to communicate with each other. Because reading is the window of knowledge in the learning process. If children in school age has low level in reading ability, then they will have problem in learning various subjects in the next class. One of the reading skills that should be enhanced and trained is the ability to read smoothly, which is an important component in reading skills. Research by Pikulski & Chard (2005) stated that fluency as a bridge from word recognition accuracy to text comprehension. Students who can not read fluently will have difficulty in understanding the contents of reading text.

Reading fluently should have been learned in grade II and grade III, but there are students who are not able to read fluently. This is in line with the opinion of Chard, Vaughn, & Tyler (2002) which stated that student with learning or reading disabilities demonstrate difficulties in the area of fluency. Students with learning disabilities have a problem in basic psychological involved in understanding and using the language verbally or on writing. Abdurrrahman (2003) explained that learning disabilities can manifest as a deficiency in one or more academic areas, included subjects that are specific such as reading fluency.

Abdurrrahman (2003) said that students with learning disabilities is a learning difficulty that associated with development learning disabilities, included: a motor disorder, perception, language, communication and learning difficulties in the adjustment of social behavior, and the difficulty of academic learning which include; reading, writing and mathematics. This finding was similar to that of Tindal, Nese, Stevens, & Alonzo (2016), who found that performance on measures of oral reading fluency correlated significantly with special education status. The types of reading that need to be mastered by students according to Abbas (2006) is reading fluently, intensive reading, reading languages, and reading quickly. The large number of students with disabilities who experience reading difficulties, as well as students who may not be eligible for special
education services, but who also struggle, requires the creation of comprehensive reading instruction that includes a focus on reading fluency and comprehension (Speece & Ritchey, 2005).

The problem that allowed by students with learning disabilities in reading, especially reading fluency is the introduction of a difficult word, beyond the word, less in use expression, read word by word, the reading speed is low, not use intonation and not pay attention to punctuation. Good readers read with sufficient rate to process words effortlessly and think about what they read (Paris, 2005). Based on the findings of the study, students have learning problems because of their ability to read fluently is low. The students is still fail in reading short text, less accurate reading word by word, and not pay attention to punctuation. When students read slowly, they tend also to read less text (Allington, 2001; Jenkins, Fuchs, van den Broek, Espin, & Deno, 2003).

Because of the problems confronted by students with learning disabilities in reading fluency, the researcher pursue to improve the reading fluency ability using videoscribe. Videoscribe is a learning video animation composed of a series of text, sounds and images. Audain (2014) suggested that a blank canvas where your drag image and write words to explain a concept. It understood that videoscribe is a blank canvas that can be inserted the picture and write words to explain a story or concept. Aligned with the opinion of Air, Oakland, & Walters (2014) videoscribe is whiteboard animation. Whiteboard animation show images drawn onto a white background, they unfold in sync with voiceover to communicate your ideas in a clear, linear narrative. Applying the videoscribe will facilitate students in participating in read fluency learning, because either way to improve the ability of read fluently is by demonstrate how to read fluently. Based on the describe above, videoscribe can help students to improve the reading fluency ability.

Method

This research used single subject research. This research analyze whether there is a causal relationship that is imposed on the subject. This study used A-B-A research design. A1 is baseline phase before intervention. B is treatment phase, and A2 is second baseline after intervention. Dependent variable in this study is ability to read fluency. Reading fluency is how long the students able to read fluently and properly, then the duration was measured using a stopwatch. In this study, researcher concern to the students with learning disabilities able to read a discourse quickly and accurately. While the independent variable in this study is the videoscribe. Videoscribe is a learning video animation composed of a series of text, sounds and images. Videoscribe is new model for telling. Researcher will measure how long reading duration that used by the students.

Research subject in this study is students with learning disabilities, particulary students with reading fluency problem. The students is underdeveloped in reading a discourse, not use intonation while reading, not pay attention to punctuation, takes a long time in reading, and reading speed is low. So that to finish the reading, the students with learning disabilities need longer duration than their friends who have no reading fluency problems. Data collected by observation how long time that needed by dtudents for reading text. The instrument in this study used duration instrument. Researchers directly measured the baseline A1 of the student in reading fluency.

Videoscribe has been customized with illustrations of the story. Videoscribe starts with displaying text of the story then, accompanied by voice and the corresponding image showed. Student is asked to pay attention to the impressions and the student imitate the reading gradually. If the student is able to read the text fluently and precisely then it will be processed on the next text. If the student is incorrect in reading the text of the story, the videoscribe will be repeated. Then the researchers accomplish the reading assessment through reading text without videoscribe. So that the duration that taken by the students in completing the reading being shorter.

Data directly collected through reading test of the discourse. Researchers measured the ability to reading fluently of student with the criteria of the target duration behavior which is useful to know how long duration that needed by student in reading fluently. After that, the data was analyzed using visual graphics analysis technique by plotting the data into the chart.

Results and Discussion

Result

This research was conducted in 22 meetings where baseline (A_1) performed in 6 meetings, the intervention phases (B) performed in 11 meeting and baseline after the intervention (A_2) performed in 5
times. Every meeting, the condition is measured by calculating the duration that needed by students for reading fluently a short text.

Data result in baseline A1, duration that needed by students to read fluently, are 4.5 minutes, 4.5 minutes, 4.5 minutes, 4 minutes, 4 minutes and 4 minutes. Data result in intervention (B), duration that needed by students to read fluently, are 2.5 minutes, 2.5 minutes, 2 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 3 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 1 minutes, 1 minutes and 1 minutes. Data result in baseline A2, duration that needed by students to read fluently, are 2.5 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes and 2 minutes.

From the data results of each session can be identify comparison the three parts of this study, as follows:

![Figure 1. In the conditions analysis chart of the reading fluency ability.](image)

Summary result of in condition data analysis about reading fluency in every phase could be identify in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 1. In condition data analysis about reading fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Stability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the table can be identify that the conditions of the baseline (A_1) stopped at the sixth meeting. Data showed that the duration of speed reading fluency reduced from the first day until the sixth day. The first observation the student is able to read fluently in 4.5 minutes. While in the second observation, the duration of reading speed is fixed at 4.5 minutes. Speed reading fluency duration of student in fourth observation until the sixth fell as much as 1/2 minute and being 4 minutes. This occurred because the discourse that read by student is same from the first day until the sixth day. Thus, researchers continue to the intervention.

The length of the condition on intervention (B) was 11 minutes, of 2.5 minutes, 2.5 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 2.5 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 1.5 minutes, 1 minute, 1 minute, and 1 minute. After treatment, the estimated trend direction on the condition of reading fluently decreased. Conditions when student has been given the intervention has stabilized, then, researchers continue to the conditions baseline (A2). The length of the condition on second baseline (A2) was 5 minutes, of 2.5 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes, 2 minutes, and 2 minute. It seen that direction tendency of the student decreased, meaning that the reading ability of the student increased.

Tabel 2. Data analysis about reading fluency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>A₁ : B</th>
<th>B: A₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The number of changing variable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The change of trend direction</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The change of stability tendency</td>
<td>Variable to variable to variable</td>
<td>Variable to variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The change of level</td>
<td>4 3</td>
<td>2,1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The percentage of overlap</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>9 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of hypothesis showed that before being given treatment (A₁), a tendency towards speed reading fluency improved but not significantly. When treatment was given at intervention (B) the direction tendency of reading fluency speed increased (+). This proved that the videoscribe can enhance the ability of reading fluency for student with learning disabilities. The smaller percentage of overlap is better for intervention effect to change the target behavior. Data overlap of the baseline (A₁) and the baseline (A₂) is 0%. Thus it can be interpreted that the ability of the students with learning disabilities increased after given the intervention. Based on the data analysis can be described that the student with learning disabilities.

Discussion

Based on the problems, the ability to read fluency is low. The student look stuck in reading a short text, the reading speed is low, the student read word by word and often stopped in the word in the discourse. Whereas the student had been sitting in grade IV and the required lesson is intensive reading or reading comprehension.

According to Abbas (2006) reading fluency is a clearly voiced reading, not doubt, the sound volume is steady and the speed was fixed. Aligned to Rasinski, Rupley, Paige, & Nichols, (2016) which stated that read with adequate speed and word recognition automaticity, they also read aloud with good prosody or expression, using appropriate phrasing, intonation. When the student has difficulty in reading fluently, then
the student will be difficult to understand the text reading. The purpose of reading fluently is the student
easily understand the content of the reading, quickly and exactly.

In order to increasing the reading fluency of student with learning disabilities, needed various media that
appropriate with student needs so that students more motivated and focused in following the learning.
Through videocribe that are able to present the illustration of the story clearly and simple, so that the child
easily focused in following the learning process. Videocribe can create multisensory experience, which can
help students understanding, a good memory, and provoke curiosity so that learning becomes fun. According
to Air, Oakland, & Walters (2015) said that videocribe improve learning, getting and holding attention,
putting people in good mood. Based on the describe, videocribe is able to use in learning proses. Because
videocribe can make learning become fun, students is able to understand the lesson that taught and student
more motivated to join the instructional. Another results also showed that teachers can increase the amount
of practice to promote reading fluency by incorporating computerassisted instruction into daily reading
sessions (Dukes & Ming, 2008).

Instructional using videocribe should concern on script that easy to understood. The thing that should
concern in making script according to Air et al., (2015) is what kind impression are you trying to give?, who is
your audiens and what is your video about?. In this research, which will be given effect is the reading fluency
for students with learning disabilities. Videocribe is adjusted to the needs of the students. Videocribe will
show short stories that are equipped with sound, image and text, so that the students can following learning
to read fluency. The results of in the conditions data analysis and the results of the analysis between the
conditions that conducted in 22 conditions which consists of six baseline conditions, eleven intervention
conditions, and five baseline after treatment. Before treatment (A1), the tendency direction of the speed
reading fluency increased but not significantly, when the treatment is given at intervention (B), the tendency
towards the reading speed continues to increase. This proved that videocribe can enhance the ability of
reading fluency for students with learning disabilities. Therefore, a multiple component approach to reading
fluency (incorporating several practices into daily reading instruction) that addresses these deficits would
most benefit them (Chard et al., 2002)

Conclusion

Based on the data analysis in conditions and between conditions it can be concluded that the videocribe
could enhance the reading fluency ability of students with learning disabilities. Observation had been
conducted in 22 times, 6 times for baseline A1, 11 time in intervention (B) and 5 time in basline A2. This
study found that reading fluency increasing after student given treatment by videocribe. Based on data
analysis either in condition or between conditions showed an increase in the ability to read fluently for the
students with learning disabilities. So that the students can read fluently and correctly. The results of this
study showed that the videocribe is effective for improving reading fluency skills of students with learning
disabilities.
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